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From microcurrent pioneer Bio-Therapeutic comes a revolutionary new facial 
toning technology that delivers the ultimate in skin fitness, with professional 
grade lifting and firming in the convenience of a rechargeable, handheld unit. 
Our patented, preprogrammed Suzuki Sequencing, the result of 50 years’ 
experience as the leader in microcurrent technology, energizes the skin and 
safely stimulates the facial topography into a more firm, lifted appearance. 

The unique, patent pending K4iTEKTM self tensioning probe system allows for 
application with just one hand, providing a precise, comfortable lifting pressure 
that’s extraordinarily simple to use. 

Unique to Bio-Therapeutic, four independently controlled energy pathways and 
ultra pure martensitic stainless steel probe heads deliver the superior coverage 
previously seen only in our professional models. 







 
The Benefits Of Microcurrent
The Energetic Theory of Aging links decreased levels of cellular 
energy, and lowered Adenosine Triphosphate production, to an 
acceleration in premature aging.  Microcurrent is a safe, effective 
and non-invasive technology that mirrors the body’s own 
electrical signature to dramatically contour the facial landscape.  

• Regular application of True Microcurrent helps visually lift the 
facial landscape, leaving it plumped, hydrated and firmed.

• Studies also show that microcurrent stimulates the 
production of ATP (Adenosine Triphosophate), the molecule 
that powers key cellular functions, including the synthesis of 
collagen and elastin.*

• The unique combination of kinesthetic lifting with microcurrent, 
the Bio-Therapeutic signature approach, provides superior 
results in the appearance of the facial landscape, without the 
need for invasive services.

 

*Cheng, et al. 1982



Single handedly the perfect lift.

The patent pending K4iTEKTM technology of the  
bt-sculpt self tensioning probe system usher in a new 
era of results by delivering the optimum level of facial 
lifting with just one hand. The lower probes feature 
a unique spring system that provides just the right 
amount of assisted lift for an anatomically optimized 
service.



Four, three, two, one… contact!
Each of the four probes are machine crafted from 
surgical quality stainless steel, with a uniquely distinct 
shape and precision matte finish to ensure perfect skin 
contact and tension during the service for exceptional 
coverage and lifting. 

Technology accelerate your regimen at  the press of a button
The bt-sculpt’s advanced control panel is simple to operate, and feature one button 
access to two powerful Suzuki Sequencing programs that are nearly fifty years in 
the making. Choose from LIFT, for unsurpassed one handed facial lifting, or SKIN for 
the advanced skinwork and paired application of your favorite serums and targeted 
solutions. Easy to read contact feedback indicators ensure proper skin contact, 
while a rechargeable battery and IPX5 resistance deliver excellent durability. 



Why True Microcurrent?
The Suzuki Sequencing Difference

True Microcurrent represents the gold standard in microcurrent facial lifting by ensuring that the amount of current 
introduced to the skin is always in the optimal, efficacious output zone and that the frequency shape is optimized for 
the desired result.
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Unstable ZoneSuzuki Sequencing features a specific, clean 
waveshape that’s computer calibrated over 
1,024 times every second to ensure that the 
perfect frequency is being delivered to the 
skin at all times.

The bt-sculpt features two unique channels across four energy pathways 
for superior coverage of the skin with every pass. Plus, the interaction of the 
two channels results in an interferential canvassing effect that creates unique, 
nuanced waveshapes and frequencies in real time. This dramatic increase in 
coverage and waveshape sophistication compared to single channel units 
truly sets Bio-Therapeutic microcurrent apart.
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Suzuki Sequencing delivers results that you can see after one service, as well as cumulative benefits over time.



 
The Technology Pioneers

Bio-Therapeutic has led the professional skin care industry in 
advanced technologies for nearly fifty years, starting with its 
pioneering work in microcurrent – a foundational technology 
for facial lifting and toning that continues to lead the industry.  
Bio-Therapeutic is headquartered in Seattle, Washington, USA, 
and all Bio-Therapeutic technology is designed, engineered 
and quality tested at its FDA registered, ISO-9001, ISO-13485 
medical device manufacturing facility.
 
Bio-Therapeutic. Technology accelerated skin care.



bio-therapeutic.com

The bt-sculpt is intended to stimulate the face. The device is for over the counter cosmetic use. The bt-sculpt is not intended in the diagnosis of disease 
or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease. Items may vary without notice and are not available in all countries.  

© Micro Current Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.

REV041423ISO 9001, ISO 13485, FDA Registered medical device manufacturer. Patent Pending


